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Main Findings:
GDP growth is the main factor that influences the path of the debt/GDP ratio. Romania
would need an annual average growth rate of at least 2%, over the next two decades, to keep
debt/GDP ratio on a sustainable path.
Higher short and medium term interest rates would initially increase the debt/GDP ratio.
A raise by 100 basis points of the real interest rate would add an additional 1.1% to the debt
to GDP ratio. Eventually public debt would come back on a sustainable trajectory due to the
assumed high GDP growth rate of 3%.
Given the existing currency composition structure of public sector debt, the exchange rate
risk is relatively high. A 10% depreciation of the RON against the EUR would add more than
the equivalent of 2% of GDP to the debt/GDP ratio. Clearly, there would be opposite effects
on the debt/GDP ratio if the RON appreciates, as it is expected to happen over the medium
and long term. In the short term, however, the risk is that a depreciation of the RON is
accompanied by higher interest rates and/or lower GDP growth and/or higher budget deficit.
In such circumstances the increase in debt/GDP ratio could materialise very rapidly up to a
point from where, bringing it down, would require a significant more effort.
If the current market conditions prevail, delays to bring the primary deficit into surplus over
the next 3-4 years would increase the debt/GDP ratio to over 46% by 2016. And, if annual
average GDP growth stays at 2% by 2030, the debt/GDP ratio would fail to fall quickly
enough so that the stability’s ratio is ensured. Under this scenario, further cumulative
negative shocks to either exchange or interest rates, or even a lower GDP growth, could push
public debt on an unsustainable trajectory.

1. Is the Current Growth Rate of Romania’s Public Debt Sustainable?
Romania’s public debt has been growing rapidly over the last years. At the end of June 2012
the public debt to GDP ratio stood at over 38%, below the Maastricht criteria ceiling of 60%.
Although it grew at a very fast pace over the 2007-2010 period, the initial low level of public
debt to GDP ratio was salutary in preventing the path of public debt to become unsustainable.
The path of public debt offers a long-term perspective of the sustainability of public finances.
In the long term a country is perceived as being solvent as long as the rate of growth on
public debt remains lower that the interest rate. Otherwise, public debt will be growing fast
up to a point where the government will fail to find a buyer for any yield it would be willing
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to offer on its debt2. Moreover, given demographics, the size of future contingent liabilities in
Romania is quite large. As they are not priced in at the moment, pressures on public finances
are likely to grow larger in the future.
In December 2006 this condition was largely fulfilled but, in subsequent years the growth
rate of public debt rose dramatically. Between 2007 and 2010 the rate of growth of public
debt advanced at annual rates between 30-34%, reaching a peak of 48% in May 2010. These
rates were far above that the interest rate prevailing at the time. Moreover, the funds
borrowed were used extensively to cover current expenditure, i.e. pensions, wages and
government consumption and to a far less extent they have been diverted towards capital
expenditure.
In 2011 public debt annual growth rate fell to 5%, a level close to its sustainable level, but it
picked up again in 2012 reaching 8% at the end of June, largely due to the effects of the RON
depreciation.
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In the current debate it is often argued that Romania has a low public debt to GDP ratio and
that it can build it up towards the 60% limit set by the Maastricht criteria without a fear of
being penalised by the markets. But different countries have different levels of debt
tolerance3. In the light of its recent history of public debt evolution, the 60% limit might be
well too high for Romania4. This happens because the current structure of government
spending leaves little room for fiscal adjustment and the rising costs of servicing pubic debt
could soon force the government to run primary budgetary surpluses.
Different countries and governments have different levels of debt intolerance. In theory, the
inter-temporal solvency constraint should ensure the sustainability of public sector debt and
non-expansive paths for primary fiscal balances. One factor that greatly influences the
solvency condition is the initial level of public debt. Starting from this, one could project the
trajectory of public debt. The debt path would be determined by the path of the overall fiscal
balances, that is primary balances and the interest payments.
More generally, the main recursive equation governing the dynamics of the debt ratio is:
dt = k * [ ( 1 + rt) / (1 + gt) ] * dt-1 – PSt, where
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dt is the public debt to GDP ratio at time ‘t’ (In the above equation ‘t’ is the time subscript so
dt-1 represents public debt to GDP ratio over the previous period)
rt is the average real rate of interest at time ‘t’
gt is the real rate of economic growth at time ‘t’
PSt is the primary surplus, expressed as percentage of GDP at time ‘t’
Here k = w + (1-w) * e , where ‘w’ represents the share of domestic denominated public debt
in total public debt and ‘e’ measures the appreciation/depreciation of the RON against the
basket currencies in which foreign owed debt is denominated. ‘e’ is taken to be 1 if there is
no appreciation/depreciation of domestic currency. If ‘e’ > 1 the RON depreciates (for
instance if e = 1.05 this is the equivalent of a 5% depreciation of the RON) which in turn
increases the cost of financing foreign denominated debt. Conversely, if ‘e’ <1 the RON
appreciates.
Over the last decade there has been a significant shift in the currency composition of public
debt:
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At the end of June 2012, 46% of total public debt was RON denominated, 41% EUR
denominated while the remaining was split among USD (6%), SDR (5%) and 'Other'
currencies (2%). It follows that fluctuations in RON/EUR exchange rate play the largest role
in the dynamics of foreign denominated share of public debt.

2. What Do Projections of Public Debt Tell Us?
Under a benchmark scenario to 2030, the path of public sector debt to GDP ratio could
gradually trend downwards from the current level of 38%. However, under this scenario
fiscal efforts would need to be considerable. The primary budget (i.e. before interest
payments) surplus would need to be 0.3% of GDP starting with 2014 and long run economic
growth would need to average 3% per year. Moreover, the average real interest rate on public
debt would need to come down gradually from an implied 3.7% in 2011 to 2.5% in the long
run. In the benchmark scenario the exchange rate is assumed to remain at the current level.
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As it caan be seen from
f
the graaph above, in the bencchmark scen
nario the pat
ath of publicc debt to
GDP raatio should fall
f graduallly from a peeak of 41% in 2013 to 32% by 20330. For the purpose
of this aanalysis5 a sensitivity test would offer some insights ov
ver the poten
ential paths the debt
to GDP
P ratio couldd take if ch
hanges in innflation, nom
minal intereest rate, the economy’ss growth
rate or the currenccy composittion of debtt were to taake place6. Obviously the results of these
simulations do nott replace tho
ose of a maacroeconom
mic model, which
w
woulld capture th
he interlinkages among ecconomic variables. How
wever, they
y give a gliimpse on thhe expected
d path of
the public debt to GDP
G
ratio and,
a to somee extent, to the expected changes iin magnitud
de.

Changess in GDP Grrowth Rates

The firsst set of sim
mulations reefer to the ccase in which GDP gro
owth is low
wer by one and two
percentage points respectively compareed to the benchmark
b
scenario, all other variables
v
remainiing at their 2011 values. As it cann be seen fro
om figures below the ppublic debt to GDP
ratio woould increasse under botth scenarioss.

Source: Author’s calcculations

Howeveer, while unnder the first scenario the path off public deb
bt to GDP rratio is susttainable,
after reaaching a peeak of 41.5%
% in 2019-22020, underr the second
d scenario oof sluggish growth,
the trajeectory of puublic debt beecomes expplosive.
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This ouutcome is too be expecteed since reall economic growth ratee is lower thhan the reall interest
rate annd the adjustment in primary
p
baalance is no
ot large en
nough to pr
prevent pub
blic debt
becominng unsustaiinable. Thee economic growth plaays a cruciaal role in thhe sustainab
bility of
public ssector finannces.
A Mediuum Term Inteerest rate Sho
ock

A seconnd set of siimulations assumes fuurther stresss on internaational capiital marketss for the
next thrree years. As
A a conseq
quence, reall interest raates are assu
umed to inccrease by 100 basis
points iin 2012 annd remain at
a that leveel until 2014. After th
hat period th
they return to their
benchm
mark values.

Source: Author’s calcculations

As it can be seenn, an increase by 100 basis pointts of the reeal interest rate would
d add an
additionnal 1.1% too the debt to
o GDP ratioo. Public debt would initially
i
shooot up but after
a
the
effects of higher interest rates disappearr, the 3% GDP
G
growth
h rate is higgh enough to bring
public ddebt on a suustainable trrajectory.
Exchangge Rate Shoccks

This seection contaains two sim
mulations. T
The first asssumes thatt the 1% innterest rate increase
over thee 2012-20144 period is accompanieed by an an
nnual deprecciation of 100% of RON
N against
the EUR7. Under this scenariio the increease in pub
blic debt rattio becomees more sub
bstantial.
Public ddebt to GDP ratio wou
uld peak to 48% in 2014 almost seven
s
percenntage pointts higher
comparred to the innterest rate scenario. G
Given the ex
xisting currrency compposition stru
ucture of
public ssector debt, the exchan
nge rate riskk is relativelly high. A depreciation
d
n of the RON
N would
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need too be accom
mpanied by either higgher econom
mic growth
h or higher levels of primary
balancee to reduce public
p
secto
or debt moree quickly.
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The seccond simulaation assum
mes that tenssions in the domestic capital markkets persist between
b
2012 annd 2014 butt afterwardss the econom
my follows its convergence coursee. Thus, the RON is
assumed to fall byy an annuall 10% againnst the EUR
R and then appreciate by 2% perr annum
until 20019.

Source: Author’s calcculations

y to over 46
6% but thenn tails off gradually
The pubblic debt to GDP ratio increases raather rapidly
to below
w 30% in 20030. The main driver bbehind the fall
fa in debt/G
GDP ratio iss economic growth.

A Higheer Budget Def
eficit

This sim
mulation assumes that GDP growt
wth is lower by one percentage poiint compareed to the
benchm
mark scenariio. At the saame time it assumes th
hat it takes a longer perriod for the primary
balancee to switch into surplu
us. This is ttaken to falll by the eq
quivalent off 0.5% of GDP
G
per
annum, from -2% of GDP in 2012 to zerro in 2016 and
a then rem
maining intoo a surplus of 0.3%
of GDP
P from 20177 onwards. This
T scenariio would bee likely if th
he current poolitical tenssions fail
to be reesolved quickly, publicc sector arrrears keep accumulatin
a
ng, budget rrevenues fall below
forecastt and/or the economy grows
g
ratherr slow.
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GDP ratio inncreases ov
ver the perio
od when thee primary baalance is
Under tthis scenarioo the debt/G
negative after whicch it remain
ns rather connstant, at 46% of GDP
P. The reducction in pub
blic debt
proceedds painfullyy very slow, between 20020 and 2030 the debtt/GDP ratio drops by a meagre
0.8% off GDP.

3. Concludingg Remarks
The onn-going finaancial crisiss has brougght back in
nto attention the sustaainability of public
finances. The acceess to intern
national finaance of smaall open eco
onomies witth low valu
ue added
h
of
exports and low innnovation capacity, likke Romania, could become restriccted if the health
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ht criteria bbecause fin
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ult. As the simulations above havee shown,
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those, aand given thhe existing public
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debt composition
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 Obviouslly, GDP gro
owth is the main factorr that influeences the paath of the deebt/GDP
ratio. Roomania wou
uld need an annual aveerage growtth rate of att least 2%, over the
next twoo decades, to
o keep debt//GDP ratio on a sustain
nable path.
 Higher short
s
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m interest raates would initially incrrease the deebt/GDP
ratio. A raise by 10
00 basis poiints of the real
r interestt rate wouldd add an ad
dditional
1.1% to the debt to GDP rati
tio. Eventuaally public debt wouldd come baack on a
h
GDP growth
g
rate oof 3%.
sustainabble trajectorry due to thee assumed high
 Given thhe existing
g currency compositio
on structuree of publicc sector debt,
d
the
exchangee rate risk is
i relativelyy high. A 10% depreciation of thhe RON agaainst the
EUR woould add more than thhe equivalen
nt of 2% off GDP to thhe debt/GD
DP ratio.
Clearly, there wou
uld be oppposite effeccts on the debt/GDP ratio if th
he RON
appreciattes, as it is expected
e
too happen over the medium and lonng term. In the
t short
term, how
wever, the risk
r is that a depreciatiion of the RON
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is accoompanied by
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GDP growth
h and/or hiigher budgget deficit. In such
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vvery rapidly
y up to a
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d require a significant
s
m
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 If the cuurrent mark
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t stability
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scenario, further cumulative negative shocks to either exchange or interest rates, or
even a lower GDP growth, could push public debt on an unsustainable trajectory.
 Public sector debt management should pay more attention not only to debt
maturities but also to the currency composition debt structure so that debt risk is
minimised.
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